THINK OUTSIDE THE FRAME.

A capabilities overview.
Walls are getting smarter.
Today, ClarkDietrich is not only a company of size and scope—but one of much broader vision. Beyond the strength of our steel framing products, we find that real integrity is found in working with you as a confident partner who delivers unmatched insight and remarkable perspective.

Like you, we look out upon a construction landscape that’s continually evolving at a rapid pace. The challenges are many, but the trends toward higher performance and greater efficiencies in all aspects of construction are promising. As the trends take hold and the demands rise, we can truly say walls are getting smarter.

No longer just studs, tracks and headers. No longer just a division between space. We see what the future for walls holds, and we are acting on it with products that perform as a system, backed by intelligent design tools and fully capable engineering services.

As you go deeper into our comprehensive offering, you’ll discover smarter systems thinking at work in innovations like Red Header RO.™ You’ll see it applied through our robust resources for BIM. And you’ll see it embraced by the team of expert engineers at ClarkDietrich Engineering Services.

The following pages provide key highlights to give you a clear impression of our capabilities. But the details are often where things get very interesting. Be assured, we’re always ready to talk about your specific needs.

Regardless of your project’s size or complexity, ClarkDietrich is able to listen, consult and deliver on all your projects. And we can do it coast to coast.
PRODUCTS DESIGNED TO WORK TOGETHER, WORK BETTER.
What is a building but a **system** of systems? That’s just not a tenet of building science, but a principle ClarkDietrich seeks to elevate in all we do, starting with product design and engineering. The products we manufacture, such as ProSTUD® Drywall Framing and MaxTrak® Slotted Deflection Track, are created specifically to work as a system. This means they work better together for you in achieving strength, fire and sound ratings. It’s also an approach that leads to enhanced performance on the job—during installation and long after.

Further, consider the efficiencies of working with a single supplier who offers unmatched reach through 13 plants and 5 engineering offices. Our complete lineup spans across a full range of cold-formed steel disciplines, and our products are available nationwide.
A NEW DIMENSION IN STEEL FRAMING IS CLEARLY TAKING SHAPE.
Progressive thinking changes everything.

It’s definitely what drives us to continually create the advanced, extensively tested products we’re known for. Yet, an entirely new dimension in steel framing is now taking shape through the intelligent tools and services our customers are using more and more every day.

With resources like SubmittalPro® and iProSTUD.com, we’re making it easy to access, generate and use product submittal information online or in the field via smartphone. We also support efforts to fully exploit the vast advantages of BIM by offering add-on tools that allow our products, and the rich data attached to them, to quickly be imported into digital designs.

BIM, in fact, is but one of the many areas of specialty expertise in demand from our engineering team, ClarkDietrich Engineering Services. These versatile and experienced engineers deliver quick-turnaround coverage for a variety of needs, nationwide. In addition to BIM services, they can deliver sealed shop drawings, field support, size, gauge and product support across the U.S.
for the lifetime of the structure. In considering the sustainable aspects of a project, there’s a compelling case for steel. ClarkDietrich can help you gain a perspective on the advantages of steel from a life cycle perspective, as well as discuss how our products can contribute to LEED® points in several categories.

Infinitely recyclable. Incredibly durable
While we have the future of building and the environment in mind, we’re also working to deliver benefits in the here and now. Guided by our insights and experience in cold-formed steel, we’ve developed several of the most innovative and recognized product brands on the market.

Clip Express™ is all about fast access to the widest array of clips, connectors and hardware available. RedHeader RO™ can reduce labor time by half. Plus, our ProSTUD® Drywall Framing System has not only been extensively field-tested for quality and ease of installation, but it also features a number of technological advances to enhance stiffness and strength.

COMES INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS.
TOGETHER, WE ARE STRONGER THAN STEEL.
If today’s buildings are going to meet tomorrow’s needs, they’ve got to stand on strong materials—and even stronger ideas. One of the strongest ideas we know of is working together.

Whether utilizing our products, online design tools and rich BIM resources, or engineering services, you’ll find a company that goes beyond working for you. We work with you to offer solutions, achieve your goals, and surpass the notions of what steel framing can do.

To begin the collaboration, we invite you to talk with ClarkDietrich today.
We not only deliver our products to every state in the U.S., but also to many of the largest projects around the world. To streamline your search for the products and information you need, visit clarkdietrich.com.
Turn to ClarkDietrich for a complete lineup of steel construction products and services nationwide:

**Interior Framing · Exterior Framing · Interior Finishing · Clips/Connectors · Metal Lath/Accessories · Engineering**